
Exhibit A – Project Information

NON-MOTORIZED TRAIL MAINTENANCE APPLICATION 
Applicant or Organization Name: 

Complete Mailing Address: 

Applicant Lead Contact Name: Title: 

Telephone: Email: Is this the primary contact 
for this grant  �  YES   �  NO 

PROJECT MANAGER (this person will have day-to-day responsibility for the project)
Name: 

Telephone: Email: 

PRIMARY PARTNER INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE)
Name: 

Mailing Address: 

Partner Contact Name: Title: 

Telephone: Email: Is this the primary contact 
for this grant:  �  YES   �  NO 

ABOUT THE PROJECT 

Project Title: 

Grant Request: $ Match Amount (Min. 25%): $ 

Total Project Cost: $ 
Project Description: Please write a 2-3 paragraph description of your project and the expected accomplishments. 
Be sure to include Who, What, When and Where.  This is your scope of work. (This section is not the place to talk 
about the project background, the benefits, the funding, or anything other than the actual work to be accomplished. 
Please address that information in question #1 of the Selection Criteria.) 

WHO?  Who will complete the work, and who will oversee the project? Provide a brief description of your community 
or organization, highlighting its mission and purpose. 

WHAT?  Explain what you are going to do or accomplish. What is the goal or the reason for your project? Break 
down the project into a list of specific activities to be completed. These should be quantifiable items that correspond 
to the categories on your budget page. Include quantity or quality as part of your description of work to be performed. 
How long? How many? How many feet? How many miles? What materials will be used?  Is a specific standard or 
guideline being used? 

WHERE?  Explain in detail the location of your project. Where is the project located? What county? What National 
Forest/BLM Office? Provide the names of the trail(s) or trail system and where the work will be performed. List the 
land manager agency or municipality. 

DEFINITIONS?  Please define all acronyms and specialized terms that are used in your project description. 



Exhibit A – Project Information

Project Description

Previous CPW grants awarded (last 3 years) List award year, category and project name



AUGUST 6, 2022 BOARD MOTIONS 

1. April 2022 Meeting Minutes.
Board approves minutes from the April 21, 2022 Board meeting.

Moved by: Stltty'Y'- �1.-C>(!f- .Second:_/,AJ_J._4'k ______ . v�1A-Jv<;. 

2. CFI DEi Policy Statement. Board to approve the revised policy statement on Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion.

!l. - -,/' /,AJ we_ � rv� ::: �--z.,�oMoved by: -�
--'>,1-

---'-------· Second:----------,----· 
6Fw,--V. tl"'-,....,_,�rv c,..

3. State Trails Grant Submission.
Board to approve the formal submission of a $250,000 grant request to the Colorado State Trails 
Program for the Statewide 14ers Maintenance Program for work during the 2023-24 field seasons, 
including the requirement to raise additional matching funds and cover ineligible expenses. 

Moved by: /U l- (l}IILiA..-- . Second: MA," �o t}c,,c.,,k,,.,t' VZA. l"t/ S 



United States Department of the Interior 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

Gunnison Field Office 
210 W. Spencer Ave. Ste. A 
Gunnison, Colorado 81230 

SEP 192022 

In Reply Refer To, 

8323 (CO-S06) 

Colorado State Parks 
State Trails Program 
13787 S. Hwy 85 
Littleton, CO 80215 

Dear State Trails Committee Members, 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Gunnison Field Office is submitting this letter to lend its support 
to the Colorado Fourteeners Initiative's (CFI's) proposal to receive funding from the Colorado State Trails 
Program for Regional Fourteener Trail Maintenance. The Gunnison BLM office has a successful history of 
partnering with CFI to address trail re-construction and maintenance needs on the three "Fourteeners" that 
lie on BLM land in the state of Colorado. CFJ has consistently proven that they have the knowledge and 
expertise to accomplish the high priority, highly sensitive alpine work that the BLM Fourteeners require. 

In years past, CFI has focused mainly on the Grizzly Gulch route on Handies Peak, installing over 600 
timber check steps below tree line to provide stabilization on the lower portion of this route. Based on recent 
data collected during the field season of 2022, CFI has identified a need for focused trail maintenance on the 
American Basin Route up Handies Peak. This route exists 100% in fragile alpine terrain and is in need of 
trail structures and delineation to ensure hikers remain on a durable surface and limit the widening of the 
trail through the sensitive alpine tundra beds below the junction for Sloan Lake. The relative ease of access 
to the American Basin trailhead and the short distance of the trail makes it very popular with the Fourteener 
hiking crowd. The trailhead is also situated directly adjacent to the popular Alpine Loop Backcountry Byway 
which adds to the traffic that this trail sees. 

CFI's most recent hiker use report indicates an estimate of7,000-10,000 hikers on Handies Peak each 
season. This increase is consistent with increased use on Fourt�eners across the state. CFI has implemented 
and led volunteer and maintenance projects on Redcloud, Sunshine, and Handies Peaks with high rates of 
success over the years. Funding this proposal would support more intensive and focused maintenance effort 
on the American Basin route. CFI's Regional Maintenance Crews will address the highest priority 
maintenance needs in the most sensitive areas on the trail. 

All the trails associated with these peaks are managed by the Bureau of Land Management Gunnison Field 
Office, and CFI has permission to conduct its work in these locations. In accordance with the State Trails 
Program, these lands will be managed by the BLM for at least 25 years from now. 

_

INTERIOR REGION 7 • l]rrERCOLORADO BASIN 
COlORADO. NEW MEXICO UTAH. WYOMING 

Programs like CFI's Regional Maintenance Program are essential to the long-term care and maintenance of 
the BLM's Fourteener trails. We appreciate your consideration in funding this proposal; if you have 
questions or require further information please contact James Lovelace, Supervisory Outdoor Recreation 
Planner at (970) 642-4953 or jlovelac@blm.gov. 

Jon F. Kaminsky 
Field Manager 
Gunnison Field Office 



Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper

Logo Agency Organization Organization Address Information 

United States 

Department of 

Agriculture 

Forest 

Service 

Rocky Mountain Region 1617 Cole Boulevard 

Building 17 

Lakewood, CO 80401-3305 

303-275-5350

Fax: 303-275-5366

File Code: 1000 

Date: 

Fletcher Jacobs 

State Trails Program Manager 

13787 S. Hwy 85 

Littleton, CO 80125 

lloyd@14ers.org 

Dear Mr. Jacobs: 

I am writing this letter to express my approval and support for the Colorado Fourteeners Initiative’s (CFI) 

proposal to receive funding from the Colorado State Trails Program for Regional Fourteener Maintenance. CFI 

has proven to be a seasoned expert in maintaining some of our state’s highest and most treasured trails. The 

funding of this grant would go to the maintenance and improvement of twelve Fourteener trails around the 

state.  

The CFI’s most recent hiker use report (2021) indicates that as many as 303,000 use days occur on the 14ers 

across the state each year. This increase in the popularity of hiking 14ers and the increased impact has driven 

the need and urgency for increased and focused maintenance efforts on the more heavily trafficked and 

impacted peaks. CFI is a proven and valued partner of the Forest Service and has become the go-to 

organization for constructing, maintaining, and restoring the trails that pass through the fragile Colorado alpine 

ecosystem. Without CFI’s support, the Forest Service could not effectively manage these trails.  

The maintenance efforts planned by CFI will continue to address concerns identified by CFI’s Sustainable 

Trails Program. Their asset management system allows the organization to plan work effectively and 

efficiently forecast on-the-ground needs for each Fourteener ascent trail. Funding this grant will allow CFI’s 

veteran trail crew leaders to recruit volunteers and conduct trail maintenance work covering 12 routes on 15 

peaks across the state during the 2023 and 2024 summer field seasons. In addition to engaging a multitude of 

volunteers from various organizations, CFI’s Maintenance Crews will focus on high-priority reconstruction 

and restoration needs on remote and hard-to-reach sections of the trail.  

The Forest Service manages all of the trails to be maintained, and CFI has permission to conduct its work on 

the National Forest System lands. In accordance with the requirements of the State Trails Grant Program, these 

lands will be managed by the Forest Service for at least the next 25 years.  

If you have questions or need further information, please contact Volunteer and Service Program Coordinator 

Kristin Schmitt kristin.schmitt@usda.gov at (720) 765-9691 or Recreation, Lands, Minerals, and Volunteers 

Director Jason Robertson jason.d.robertson@usda.gov at (303) 746-9815.  

Sincerely, 

JASON ROBERTSON 

Director, Recreation, Lands, Minerals, and Volunteers 

Enclosure 

cc:  Jason Robertson, Kristin Schmitt, Bill Jackson, Loretta McEllhiney, ben@14ers.org 

mailto:kristin.schmitt@usda.gov
mailto:jason.d.robertson@usda.gov
mailto:jason.d.robertson@usda.gov
mailto:jason.d.robertson@usda.gov


 – Project Information

LAND OWNERSHIP 
1. Provide the name/s of the property owners:
2. The trail corridor is controlled by:  Fee Simple  Lease  Easement  License  Right-of-Way  

 Other: 

USER INFORMATION (Please check all that apply) 
Hiking, Walking, Running  Biking Equestrian 

Skateboarding, In-Line Skating  Snow Sports (non-motorized)   ADA Accessible 

 Other  Other  Other 

TRAIL SURFACE 
Asphalt Concrete Other 

Natural Crusher Fines Other 

PROJECT LOCATION (For multiple project sites attach a separate list.) 
Nearest Town or City: 

County(ies): 

Latitude & Longitude Coordinates (in decimal degrees): 

State Congressional District (https://www.govtrack.us/congress/members): 

Please fill out all applicable categories for your project: 

Acreage of new trailhead Miles of trail being planned 

Miles of new trail construction Miles of trail maintenance 

Miles of inter-connecting trail Miles of trail reroute 

Miles of trail to be decommissioned Miles of trail to be restored 

Miles of trail to be signed Miles of trail grooming 

Other Other 

Applicant Printed Name: 

Applicant Signature:  Date: 

✔

✔

✔

✔

See Supplemental Project Location Information Sheet
See Above

See Above

46.4

1.08

Lloyd F. Athearn

USDA Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management

Federal land

2, 3, 7

Lloyd F. Athearn Digitally signed by Lloyd F. Athearn 
Date: 2022.10.04 12:57:35 -06'00'

Mountaineering
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Preliminary Timeline Estimate – Maintenance 

Provide a timeline estimate using the following form. Remember that the project is to be completed within 
two and a half years of the award date. Any proposed changes, including extensions or modifications in 
the project timeline, must be requested in writing and approved in advance by the State Trails Program. 

Suggestion - use quarterly time frames. Initial expiration date - June 30 or December 31, 2025, dependent upon assigned funding source. 

TASK Dates Dates Dates Dates Dates Dates Dates Dates Dates Dates Mobilization, Staffing, Construction 
elements, etc. 

Administrative Close-Out 



MAINTENANCE GRANT SCORING CRITERIA 

All applicants must respond to the criteria questions. Use the numbered blank pages at the end of 
this section. This application will be scored on a 100-point basis. The maximum number of points 
that can be awarded for each question is shown in parentheses. Outside reviewers and State 
Trails staff will review each project. Projects will be ranked according to reviewer and staff scores. 

Grant review subcommittee members review and score grant applications based on the totality of 
information available. This may include not only the answers provided to the application questions, 
but also additional information provided to the review subcommittee from agency staff and 
subcommittee member knowledge and information that is relevant to the proposed project. 

Failure to provide a response to any question (unless otherwise noted) will reduce your project’s 
score. Please read and understand all application questions prior to answering. Respond in 12-
point font. Reference all attachments. 

1. Scope (10 points)
Describe the proposed project including the length/width of trail maintenance, any major
components necessary to complete the trail such as maintenance materials, under/
overpasses, bridges, trail heads, trail sections that will be maintained, number of maintenance
features, etc. Address each trail component separately, specifically mentioning its
characteristics. Describe the state of the existing trail, why it is no longer acceptable, and how
it has arrived at its current condition.

2. Access/Trail Connections (5 points)
Briefly discuss how this project maintains trail loops, links, or improves and/or restores trail use
and connectivity to other trails, park areas, outdoor recreation opportunities, and/or other public
recreation and community centers. If the project is connected to a larger trail system, describe
the size, extent, and predominant uses of that system.

3. Need (15 Points)
Describe the project’s urgency and why it is being pursued at this time. Describe what issues
this trail project will be addressing (resource damage, user safety, increased trail usage, etc.)
and how this project will meet those needs. Why are CPW State Trails funds necessary to
complete this project and what opportunities are lost if the grant is not awarded? Describe the
community this project will serve and provide population and economic data. Discuss the
significance of the trail segment to users. List each user group and estimate their percentage
of overall trail use, e.g., bicyclists – 40%, hikers – 50%, equestrian – 10%. What features
make this trail suitable for these uses?



4. Planning and Prioritization Process (10 points)
Discuss the planning process that identified the maintenance of this trail(s) as a priority. Is this
project part of an approved master plan, federal Forest or Resource Management Plan, or a
landscape level regional planning effort (such as an Outdoor Regional Partnership). If so,
what priority is it given in that plan? Has this project been deemed a priority by any other
agencies or given any significant designations? Please explain existing trails in the area and
describe the need for improvements to this section of trail.

5. Design and Trail Work (10 points)
What best management practices will be used to ensure that the trail and its amenities will be
sustainable? Who is designing/will design and oversee the trail work, and what are their
qualifications? Who will perform the trail work (staff, volunteers, conservation corps,
contractors, etc.)? Have trail reroute options been considered for current on-the-ground
unsustainable trails and trail sections in the project area? If so, are there plans to
decommission and/or restore these sections?

6. Sustainability (10 points)
Has an operations and maintenance plan been developed for the project areas for long-term
sustainability? If so, please explain the plan in detail including who will be responsible for this
work, the estimated annual costs, and funding plans. Is this a multi-phase project, and if so,
how many phases is it and how will future phases be funded?

7. Wildlife and Natural Resources (15 points)
Describe how potential impacts to wildlife and natural resources were evaluated during the
planning process for the trail (such as utilizing resources listed in Planning Trails with Wildlife
in Mind). Describe any plans for avoiding sensitive habitat as well as minimizing, and/or
mitigating wildlife and natural resource impacts.  Describe the plan for trail management and
monitoring after the trail work is complete. Were CPW staff engaged in the planning process?
Describe how their recommendations will be implemented. For example, if a seasonal closure
is recommended, what are the dates of the closure and how will it be implemented to be
effective (signage, gates, game cameras, etc.)?

8. Public Engagement (10 points)
Public notification is mandatory for all projects.
Describe the public process for this trail project (regular meetings, public meetings, working
groups, etc.). Please highlight any collaborative approaches that were taken and summarize
the feedback received from the public that determined the need for this project. Describe any
received opposition to the project, and how the concerns have been addressed.



9. Matching Funds and Partnerships (10 points)
Discuss partnerships established for this project and their contributions. What other funding
sources have been dedicated or are anticipated to be dedicated to this project? If matching
funds are not yet secured, what are the plans for raising those additional funds?Will applicant
and/or partner funds be lost if State Trails funds are not awarded? Submit letters of
commitment/support from landowners and/or funders as a separate attachment (resolution
from the governing body should include support and resource commitment; a separate
support letter is not required). Beyond these letters, up to 5 non-funding letters of support
may be submitted.

10.  Ability/Contingency (5 points)
Describe your organization’s ability to complete the specific grant transaction(s) that will be
necessary to accomplish this project. Please provide examples (if any) for grant projects of
similar magnitude that demonstrate your organization’s ability to manage the requested level
of grant funding; including the project title, grantor, award amount and year the project was
funded. If State Trails funding is not awarded, what is the plan to complete the project?
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1. Scope of Work (10 points)
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2. Access/Trail Connections (5 points)
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3. Need (15 points)
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4. Planning and Prioritization Process (10 points)
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5. Design and Trail Work (10 points)
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6. Sustainability (10 points)
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7. Wildlife and Natural Resources (15 points)
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8. Public Engagement (10 points)
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9. Matching Funds and Partnerships (10 points)
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10. Ability/Contingency (5 points)



Federal Environmental Form and Land Manager Approval 
Only to be completed if all or part of the project is located on federal land 

The applicant is responsible for securing all necessary permits, licenses, clearances, SHPO, and 
environmental analysis documentation necessary to comply with local, state, and/or federal laws. 

Project 
Name CFI-Reg1onal Fourteener Trail Maintenance 

Project 
Sponsor 

Colorado Fourteeners Initiative 

As the official responsible for management of the land on which the project will be 
accomplished, I agree to the following: 

1. The project as described in this application has my approval.

2. The project is located on federal public lands and is in conformance with the appropriate
Forest Management Plan, BLM Resource Area Management Plan or other decision

document.

Title of document: Forest Management Plans for Arapaho & Roosevelt NFs and Pawnee NG; 
Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison Nfs; Pike & San Isabel NFs and 
Comanche and Cimarron NGs; and White River NF. 

Date of document: Multiple

3. A decision has been issued as part of the NEPA environmental review process.

Title of document: N/A. Categorically excluded from documentation. 36CFR 220.6(d)(4).

Date of document: N/A 

lf a decision has not been issued as part of the NEPA environmental review process, please state 
the reason why. No funds will be distributed until any required NEPA documentation is completed. 

For more information about the NEPA environmental review process, contact: 

Trail Maintenance is categorically excluded from documentation. 36CFR 220.6(d)(4). 

Name: Loretta McEllhiney 

Phone number: 719-293-3151 

Email: loretta.mcellhiney@usda.gov

4. The next planning process that may affect this project is planned for ..... N... IA
........_ 

__ 

Land Manager's Name: 
Jason Robertson 

Land Manager's Title 

Land Manager's Signature: R2 Director Recreation, Lands, Minerals, & Volunteca

WILLIAM JACKSON 
Digitally signed by WILLIAM JACKSON 
Date: 2022.09.20 08:26:02 -06'00' 



Federal Environmental Form and Land Manager Approval 
Only to be completed if all or part of the project is located on federal land 

The applicant is responsible for securing all necessary permits, licenses, clearances, SHPO, and 
environmental analysis documentation necessary to comply with local, state, and/or federal laws. 

Project 
Name CFI - Regional Fourteener Trail Maintenance 

Project 
Sponsor 

Colorado Fourteeners lniative

As the official responsible for management of the land on which the project will be 
accomplished, I agree to the following: 

1 . The project as described in this application has my approval. 

2. The project is located on federal public lands and is in conformance with the appropriate
Forest Management Plan, SLM Resource Area Management Plan or other decision

document.

Title of document: Gunnison Resource Area Resource Management Plan (including Adoption of 
Standards for Public Land Health and Guidelines for Livestock Grazing 
Management in Colorado) 

Date of document: February 1993 (amended 2/97, 8/20, 12/08, 1 /09, 8/11)

3. A decision has been issued as part of the NEPA environmental review process.

Title of document: DOI-BLM-CO-S060-2013-0014-CX 

Date of document: 5/14/13 

If a decision has not been issued as part of the NEPA environmental review process, please state 
the reason why. No funds will be distributed until any required NEPA documentation is completed. 
For more information about the NEPA environmental review process, contact: 

Name: James Lovelace 

Phone number: (970) 642-4953 

Email: jlovelac@blm.gov

4. The next planning process that may affect this project is planned for .... N ... A __ _
Land Manager's Name: 
Land Manager's Title 
Land Manager's Signature: 

Jon F. Kaminsky 

BLM Gunnison Field Office Manager 

�O.!f� SEP 1 9 2022 



Section 3 - Project Budget

SOURCE OF FUNDS Date Secured
 CPW Trails 

Grant Request 
[A] 

 Total Project 
Match [B] 

Total Funding 
($) [C]

CASH
CPW/State Trails Pending 250,000.00$  -$                 250,000.00$  
Pitkin County 2/1/2022 -$                 10,000.00$     10,000.00$     
Kimberly Appelson Endowment Draw 9/30/2022 -$                 7,000.00$       7,000.00$       
Individual Donations from Reserve 9/30/2022 -$                 64,448.74$     64,448.74$     
IN-KIND
In-Kind Value of Volunteer Labor -$                 527,120.00$  527,120.00$  
Corporate donations for volunteers -$                 11,200.00$     11,200.00$     
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS 250,000.00$  619,768.74$  869,768.74$  

[CASH] Description of Work Qty Unit  Unit Price  Total (B*D)  CPW Funds 
 Total Project 

Match ($) 
 Total Funding 

($) 

Balance  
[should be 0]

Category 2 - Salary/Wages
Field Programs Director (field mtg.) 84 Days 437.26$       36,729.84$     36,729.84$     -$                 36,729.84$     0
Field Projects Manager (field mgt.) 62 Days 342.95$       21,262.90$     -$                 21,262.90$     21,262.90$     0
Volunteer Coordinator (field mgt.) 40 Days 318.94$       12,757.60$     12,757.60$     -$                 12,757.60$     0
Controller (grant administration) 367 Hours 34.00$         12,478.00$     12,478.00$     -$                 12,478.00$     0
Crew A Leader 140 Days 255.50$       35,770.00$     35,770.00$     35,770.00$     0
Crew A Member 1 140 Days 215.00$       30,100.00$     30,100.00$     30,100.00$     0
Crew A Member 2 140 Days 205.00$       28,700.00$     28,700.00$     28,700.00$     0
Crew A Intern 140 Days 180.00$       25,200.00$     19,200.00$     6,000.00$       25,200.00$     0
Crew B Leader 140 Days 255.00$       35,700.00$     35,700.00$     35,700.00$     0
Crew B Member 1 140 Days 215.00$       30,100.00$     29,814.16$     285.84$          30,100.00$     0
Crew B Member 2 140 Days 205.00$       28,700.00$     -$                 28,700.00$     28,700.00$     0
Crew B Intern 140 Days 180.00$       25,200.00$     -$                 25,200.00$     25,200.00$     0

Miscellaneous hand tools and trail supplies 
(eg. rock bars, hammers, pick mattocks, 
shovels, dirt bags, etc.) 1 EA 5,361.00$    5,361.00$       5,361.00$       5,361.00$       0
Volunteer PPE (eg. hard hats, safety glasses, 
work gloves) 1 EA 1,680.00$    1,680.00$       1,680.00$       1,680.00$       0
Katadyn Water Filters + Cartridges 1 EA 930.00$       930.00$          930.00$          930.00$          0
Garmin InReach Subscription 12 Month 64.95$         779.40$          779.40$          779.40$          0
USE OF FUNDS - CASH SUBTOTAL 250,000.00$  81,448.74$    331,448.74$  -$         

9297 3763

[IN-KIND] Description of Work Qty Unit  Unit Price  Total (B*D) 
 Total Funding 

($) 

Balance  
[should be 0]

Category 2 - Salary/Wages
In-Kind Value of Volunteer Labor 2200 Days  $       239.60  $  527,120.00  $  527,120.00  $  527,120.00 0
Category 3 - Materials/Tools
Corporate donations for volunteers 1 EA  $ 11,200.00  $    11,200.00  $    11,200.00  $    11,200.00 0
IN-KIND SUBTOTAL 538,320.00$   $  538,320.00 

TOTAL PROJECT COST 250,000.00$  619,768.74$  869,768.74$  
25% REQUIRED MATCH 62,500.00$    

 
 
 

CATEGORY 3-Materials/Supplies       Identify as: Signs, crusherfines, native seed, weed barrier, etc.

Project Name:                                                                                                                               For Office Use:

*ESTIMATE NUMBER OF CREW HOURS [GRANT AND MATCH] CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE *REQUIRED INPUT

Colorado 14ers Statewide Trail Maintenance



Statewide Vicinity Map & Project Maps Inset: Capitol Peak, Quandary Peak, Mount Democrat        Statewide Maintenance Grant

Mount Belford.........................................1
Capitol Peak............................................ 2
Mount Democrat.....................................3
Mount Evans............................................4
Grays Peak................................................5
Handies Peak...........................................6
Mount Harvard........................................7Mount Harvard........................................7
La Plata Peak............................................8
Missouri Mountain..................................9
Mount Oxford........................................10
Quandary Peak......................................11
Mount Shavano.....................................12
Mount Sneffels......................................13
Torreys Peak..........................................14Torreys Peak..........................................14
Uncompahgre Peak..............................15
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Grays & Torreys Peaks, Mount Evans

Trail Head

Summit

Trail Line

Maintain

Local Vicinity/Projects Map #1

Torreys

Grays

Eroded trail requires check steps

Mount Evans - Project Map

Landslide debris that covers the lower 
portion of the Mount Evans Trail

Eroded trail requires check steps to prevent loss of soil

Severely eroded backslope above
treeline that requires stabilization

Summit



Mounts Missouri, Belford, Oxford & La Plata Peak

Trail Head

Summit

Trail Line

Maintain

Local Vicinity/Projects Map #2

La Plata Peak - Project Map

Missouri Summit

Oxford Summit 

Belford

Debris from landslide has covered the trail 
Delineation of exisitng trail is required

Sensitive vegetation eroding 
needs tundra support wall
Sensitive vegetation eroding 
needs tundra support wall

Deeply eroded trail near treeline
requires timber check steps

Landslide has re-routed creek into trail 



Mount Shavano & Mount Harvard

Trail Head

Summit

Trail Line

Maintain

Local Vicinity/Projects Map #3

Mount Harvard - Project Map

Mount Shavano

Deeply eroded backslope above treeline

Trail requires a staircase to prevent 
soil loss
Trail requires a staircase to prevent 
soil loss

Tundra support wall 
and checks steps needed

Deeply eroded trail near treeline
requires timber check steps 



Mount Sneffels, Handies Peak & Uncompahgre Peak

Trail Head

Summit

Trail Line

Maintain

Local Vicinity/Projects Map #4

Uncompahgre Peak - Project Map

Handies Peak

Mount Sneffels - Project Map

Tundra support walls are 
needed before the junction

Trail braiding and erosion below 
Sloan Lake requires stabilization 

Soil is being lost from the tread
Rock steps will be installed to remedy

Timber check steps will be
installed throughout



September 22, 2022

Colorado Parks and Wildlife
State Trails Program

Dear State Trails Committee Members,

I am writing to request, encourage, and endorse the funding requested by the Colorado 
Fourteeners Initiative (CFI).  I view the funding as warranted based on the unique expertise and 
resources CFI delivers to preserve and support near and long term enjoyment of a defining and 
precious resource within the state of Colorado. Coordination of volunteers is just one way CFI 
leverages its impact to improve trails and minimize damage to surrounding resources. Please 
allow me to share my perspective as a volunteer:

“Thank you for all you do !”  “Those rock steps are incredible.” My head is down in the dirt, I’m 
volunteering my time on one of Colorado’s ‘fourteeners’, setting a rock which is one of a set of 
steps. The steps mitigate erosion, avoid collapse of fragile tundra, delineate the trail, and ease 
the way to the summit for the hikers whose voice I just heard. In the June to September season,
during 2022, I’ve managed almost 50 volunteer days spread across a diverse set of 
organizations. The work has ranged from building new trails, cross-cutting and clearing fallen 
trees, to setting rock steps where, ideally, each step weighs more than I.

No matter the location, the trail users are always appreciative but it is on a 14er where the 
message is the most enthusiastic, sincere, consistent and most frequently voiced. The hikers on
a 14er have a common look of excitement and anticipation, perhaps a bit of apprehension, as 
they look to conquer gravity and ever thinning air to reach the summit. Many are familiar with 
CFI and might comment they too have volunteered or hope to do so but beyond that, there is no
commonality be it where is home, age, first or 50th 14er. If we have a further conversation, a 
look of incredulity takes over when he/she realizes the magnitude, difficulty, and ongoing nature 
of the work which is required to support their choice of recreation.

I am here working rain or shine under the direction of one of CFI’s Adopt-a-Peak crews. The 
crews are a unique, incredibly talented, highly motivated and dedicated group. I am impressed 
by the high bar and quality of work which is expected. But it serves to motivate myself and 
fellow volunteers and with the crew’s patience and sharing of technical expertise, the project’s 
goals take shape.

To summarize, I view CFI as efficiently applying a unique technical skill to preserve and allow 
current and future generations of hikers to enjoy a resource which draws Colorado residents 
and visitors alike; the Colorado Fourteener.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Markus Klauser

Silverthorne CO
markus.klauser@gmail.com

(267) 481-1940

mailto:markus.klauser@gmail.com


 

 

  

 

 

September 29, 2022 

 

 

Dear State Trails Committee,  

 

In the fall of 2017 wife (Kayla) and I elected to change jobs and make the move to Colorado in pursuit of 

improving mental health and the ability to spend more time in the Great Outdoors. As avid hikers it was 

only natural that we immediately became infatuated with the intoxicating thrill one experiences hiking the 

country’s tallest mountains.  

 

After summiting a dozen of the most popular 14ers in the first 8 months living in Colorado it became 

apparent to us that these magnificent mountains were overcrowded, trails were eroding at accelerated 

rates and we continuously met underprepared/uneducated hikers. In the summer of 2018 I set out to find 

an organization that I could volunteer my time that had a mission focused on preserving the mountains, 

hiking trails and overall outdoor experience that I got me to move to Colorado.  

 

Since finding Colorado 14ers Initiative, Kayla and I have spent the last 5 summers volunteering on 

dozen’s our weekends acting as Peak Stewards on some of the busiest mountains in the state. Through 

the guidance, support and training CFI has developed, we’ve been able to talk to hundreds of hikers 

each year about the ecosystem they are visiting, the dangers of being unprepared, how their actions are 

damaging to the very place they love, etc. Additionally through CFI Kayla and I have been able to gather 

support from my employer to spend a day each year with 12+ people from the Denver Metro assisting in 

the construction and maintenance work on Greys/Torreys, Evans, and Democrat in hope to give back 

and help preserve the places we love so that people in the future can still visit these magnificent places.  

 

We can’t say enough good things about who CFI is and the impact we see them have as people, an 

organization, and an idea while out in the mountains. As Coloradan’s by choice (not birth) we plan to 

spend the rest of our lives giving back as much as we can to the preservation and protection of the 

mountains that we love. We hope that you can do the same by continuing to provide monetary support to 

CFI so that they are able to allow future generations of outdoor enthusiast the ability to experience hiking 

54 of the tallest mountains in the country in the same way we do today. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Patrick and Kayla Loecker   

_





To:

Colorado Recreational Trails Committee
Colorado Parks and Wildlife >"qL 27, 'Z* Z"t

l'm writing to express my strong support for the Colorado Fourteeners Initiative's grant proposal for
2023'2024, which will help fund critical maintenance for the many trails that CFI cares for.

l've been privileged to serve as a volunteer peak steward with CFI for the past three years, and have
seen first-hand how the Adopt-a-Peak crews create/maintain sustainable trails, especially for those
'popular' 14ers that experience high levels of visitation. l'm impressed by CFI's ability to conduct
projects with a small cadre of paid crew members, assisted by numerous volunteers. CFI's detailed 2023-
2024 work plan shows that they have carefully planned their future projects and will use the grant funds
wisely.

l'm now retired but spent more than 40 years as a natural resource specialist (in various capacities) in
the Forest Service and BLM, the two agencies that manage most of the public lands surrounding the
14ers. Agency funding cutbacks over many decades have left the two agencies unable to provide the
level of trail construction and maintenance that they desire, so the work provided by partners such as
CFI is critical.

Finally, looking back I can remember quite well my first 14er summits and a 4-day trip to Chicago Basin
in the early 1950s - especially the pristine wilderness environment with very few visitors. While there's
no turning back the clock now, CFI can and does play a vital role in providing sustainable trails to protect
the natural values we still have.

Please approve the grant so that CFI can continue their excellent worklThank you!

rn7 .^8.il

Jenna M. Yeager

Researcher/Writer - Natural Resource Analytics
Golden, CO 80401





MANDATORY:

Signed letter of resolution from the Governing Body (Board of Directors or Commissioners, City 

or Town Government, etc.) that states the resources and support committed to the project. 

Formal authorization from land manager (federal lands only)

Timeline form has been filled out

Budget uploaded as an unprotected Excel document

Maps/Photos/Graphics uploaded as PDF document(s)

Letters of Support (maximum of five) uploaded. No letters from clubs, groups or individuals who 

are specifically working on the project. No letters from CPW staff.

Project should be completed within 2.5 years from receiving grant

Required MATCH funding is secured, including CASH match funds. If not secured at time of 

application, add a note in the comments sections at the bottom of this form.

Scope of work and project location map emailed to CPW Area Manager by September 6, 2022. 

Project area is owned by a public land agency or has an easement that designates the area to 

be open to public outdoor recreation for at least 25 years.

Formal Environmental Assessment (EA) or NEPA (Must be completed prior to applicant 

presentations in January 2023. Include web link to EA).

Construction projects have been evaluated for required permits. If required, permits have been

acquired (404 permit, etc.)

ADDITIONAL PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS:
Youth Corps or youth organization will be used on the project (name of organization)

Volunteers will be utilized on the project (name of organization)

Comments

CONSTRUCTION OR MAINTENANCE 
GRANT APPLICATION CHECKLIST
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	1 Scope of Work 10 points: CFI will perform routine maintenance on 40.9 miles of trail, 5.5 miles of more intensive trail reconstruction, and will close and restore 1.08 miles of old social trails on 15 14,000-foot peaks statewide. Details for each trail are contained on the supplemental information attachment. Primary focus peaks [Belford/Oxford/Missouri, Grays/Torreys, Harvard, Quandary and Shavano] will get 128 staff days of work each over the two-year project, while secondary-focus peaks [Capitol, Democrat, Evans, La Plata, Sneffels and Uncompahgre] will get 64 staff days each. Crews will utilize native rocks and logs near the trail to install check steps, waterbars and staircases on steep trail sections, as well as retaining walls on areas with steep cross slopes. Native fill soil and hand-crushed rocks will bring trails to grade and assist with trailside restoration. Where needed, plug transplants and overseeding with native plants will restore closed trail braids and return areas adjacent to the trails to natural conditions. Planned work has been determined using agency plans and has been inventoried through CFI’s Sustainable Trails program. All trails are located on federal lands managed by the USFS or BLM. CFI staff and volunteers will perform two field seasons of intensive trail maintenance, minor trail reconstruction and vegetation restoration work. Guided by public comment and past inventories, work will address a range of maintenance needs from the highest-use peaks to more remote mountains. Work includes building 1,035 sq. ft. of backwall, 90 cribbed rock steps, 400 timber check steps and 6-8 timber-reinforced drains, as well as routine work including delineating 8,400 linear feet of trail, clearing trail corridor, closing braids, cleaning 48 drains and tread work as needed. Planned work is needed to address: 1) high hiker use (these peaks collectively received 128,000-168,000 hiker use days in 2021), 2) extremely severe weather and erosive forces on these high-altitude trails, 3) the inability to fully build out needed structures in the past, and 4) exceptionally severe damage that results to fragile alpine vegetation through even minimal off-trail hiking. On all backcountry projects, tread will be native with widths of 18”, increased to 24” where side slopes exceed 50% grade, though on high-use peaks like Grays/Torreys widths in sections might be substantially wider. Clearing width will be 36” and clearing height 8'. Maximum grade will not exceed 30% for more than 500' with a sustained grade of 20%. For trails in designated Wilderness, all maintenance will be performed using hand tools, native materials, and primitive trail techniques. Detailed, GPS-based notes will guide all work specified, including the location of source material and estimated time needed to repair trouble spots. All work will occur in sub-alpine and alpine environments, including steep, unstable soils, and fragile alpine plant communities, making this program critical and time sensitive. The team will generally deploy as two four-person maintenance crews, in most cases augmented by volunteers. Both crews will have one experienced leader, two crew members and one intern. These crews will facilitate an estimated 1,100 volunteer days per season. Crews will work independently to address extremely high-altitude work not suited to volunteers and on more remote or hazardous peaks. Crews will combine to support exceptionally large volunteer projects and may facilitate volunteer projects on peaks with dedicated crews that are separately funded (i.e. Shavano).
	2 AccessTrail Connections 5 points: Collectively, the 14er trails across Colorado constitute a single trail system by distinction of their high elevations and place on a list that many 14er enthusiasts try to climb. Thousands have reported climbing all the 14ers to either the Colorado Mountain Club or the 14ers.com website. Some hardcore people attempt to climb all the 14ers in a single push—usually with support teams and drivers ferrying them between trailheads. The current “fastest known time” (FKT) is 9 days, 21 hours and 51 minutes! Some have conducted self-supported links of all the 14ers by human power riding bikes between trailheads. In 2013 one party of two hiked between trail segments and were not aided by any mechanical devices. The self-supported routes involve 1,100-1,500 miles of cycling/hiking, 400 miles of hiking and close to 300,000’ of elevation gain/loss. Most of these 14er trails interconnect with at least one other hiking or multi-use trail. Among the 15 peaks included, eight multi-peak combinations are commonly climbed by linking to at least one other 14er route—often as a single push: Grays/Torreys, Belford/Oxford/Missouri, Wetterhorn/Uncompahgre, Handies/Redcloud/Sunshine, Evans/Bierstadt, Harvard/Columbia, Democrat/Lincoln/Bross and Shavano/Tabeguache. In recent years attention has focused on mountain biking the non-wilderness 14ers. The “Colorado 14ers Loop” mountain biking circuit links seven non-wilderness 14ers in the Sawatch Range. The “Nolan’s 14” competitive ultra-running course links the 14ers from Massive in the north to Shavano in the south, a distance of roughly 100 miles with 44,0000’ of vertical gain/loss that must be completed within 59 hours. It includes La Plata, Belford, Oxford, Missouri, Harvard and Shavano from this list. The FKT for the route is 31 hours, 0 minutes and 33 seconds. The Uncompahgre and Wetterhorn trails interconnect with an extensive trail network on the north side of the Alpine Loop Rd. (CR 20), while the American Basin trail to Handies Peak connects with the Grouse Gulch trail from the Animas Forks area, as well as the Grizzly Gulch trail (joins at the Handies summit) and then on to the Silver Creek trail to Redcloud and Sunshine on the southern side of the Alpine Look Rd (CR 30). The specific 14er trails in this project are linked to numerous other high-country trails, too, including the 3,100-mile Continental Divide Trail (Grays/Torreys) and the 500-mile Colorado Trail (Shavano directly and Harvard, Belford/Oxford/Missouri with short detours). Grays Peak, at 14,270', is the highest point along the Continental Divide Trail and is classified as a National Recreation Trail. 
	3 Need 15 points: People come from all over the globe to climb Colorado’s 14,000-foot peaks due to their high altitudes, unique alpine ecosystems, easier routes and better-developed trail networks than 14ers in California and Washington. (78% of US 14ers are in Colorado). The state’s population grew from 3.2 million residents in 1985 to 5.7 million in 2020, with a projected 7.5 million by 2040. Migration is highest for those aged 24-32, the prime age for fit, outdoor-oriented people to be exploring the mountains. CFI’s trail monitoring efforts estimate that 303,000 people used 14er trails in 2021, a drop of 27% from the 2020 pandemic summer high of 415,000, due to some access issues and persistent wildfire smoke. 14er hiking contributed an estimated $82.2 million to Colorado’s economy in 2021 based on past CSU expenditure surveys. Anecdotally, CFI knows that most trail users are hikers or trail runners. Of the 15 peaks included, 8 are located in designated wilderness which precludes motorized/mechanized uses, while 7 are located outside of wilderness. Mountain biking has become a growing use on some non-wilderness trails. CFI is unaware of any studies segmenting trail users. Following the guidance of the recent 14er hiker survey responses (see public engagement section), this proposal addresses pressing trail maintenance needs in a more intensive way. Work is balanced between the most accessible, highest-use peaks, as well as mid-country, moderately used peaks, and remote, backcountry peaks. Since impact is not directly correlated with use levels, work is needed at all use levels. Work will focus on three of the five most-climbed routes (Quandary, #1), Grays/Torreys (#3) and Democrat (#4).  Work is also needed on peaks like Capitol that sees around 1,000 hiker days annually. Three of the 15 routes had trail conditions that were rated “F” in CFI’s 2019 14er report card, 7 were rated “C”, 2 were rated “B”, and 3 were rated “A”. This reflects the recent survey results that asked that work occur at all trail grades, but especially those most in need of improvement. The comparison between CFI’s 2015 and 2019 report cards show high cash and volunteer investments translated into improved grades—in two cases two-letter-grade improvements—while low investment led to decreased grades and worse conditions. With burgeoning trail use by residents and tourists (6% of overnight tourists climbed mountains and 17% hiked), CFI is under intense pressure to maintain its 14er trail network to preserve past investments (including millions of dollars from State Trails) and limit future deterioration in trail conditions. The National Forest Foundation’s multi-year “Find Your Fourteener” campaign is fostering enhanced collaboration among trail stewardship groups and has resulted in increased volunteerism over the past six years. Additionally, addressing the recent landslide that obliterated a portion of the Missouri trail is vital, since it appears that hikers are leaving the trail corridor and creating a new, unplanned path since they do not know how to get to the remaining trail. CFI continues to address a similar mudslide that occurred years ago on Evans. Failure to provide a State Trails grant will withdraw vital CFI field staff just as other efforts have targeted needs very specifically and CFI’s volunteer participation has returned to substantial levels following the waning of the pandemic. State Trails funding is also vital to supporting work in outlying parts of the state that do not have local resources or close-by volunteers. 
	4 Planning Prioritization 10 points: CFI has been working to build out a proper network of summit trails on Colorado’s 14ers since 1994. Ongoing maintenance and reconstruction are vital to ensure that the 14er trail network continues to improve and handle the growing recreational use these peaks are experiencing. CFI’s trail construction and maintenance work follows several documents and plans, starting with the original 1999 CFI Long Range Plan (which set out the overall summit route construction priorities), rolling USFS 5-Year Plans (which provide more detailed trail construction schedules for major route reconstruction projects), and two rounds of CFI’s Sustainable Trails inventories (2011-13 and 2017-18) that tracked current trail conditions, natural resource impacts and trail maintenance/reconstruction/restoration needs in foot-by-foot, GPS-based detail. The collaborative “Find Your Fourteener” campaign, led by the National Forest Foundation, has coordinated statewide and local trail stewardship efforts. The National Forest System Trails Stewardship Act of 2016 initiated a process for designating national trail maintenance priority areas. The Secretary of Agriculture selected 15 priority areas, one of which is Colorado’s 14ers. CFI has also engaged the broader 14er hiking community with three trail maintenance priorities surveys, which are discussed later. Focus areas in this proposal stem from CFI’s 2019 “14er Report Card,” which provided the most up-to-date assessment of trail needs and the impact of past investments, as well as more recent crew observations of changing trail conditions. CFI determined that higher level, focused investments of staff time and volunteers led to significantly improved trail conditions, while modest or volunteer-only investments often did not stay ahead of deteriorating trail conditions. Six seasons of 14er hiker use monitoring also factor into the priority areas contained in the grant. Work addresses the needs of a range of peaks from front-country, high-use peaks to infrequently climbed, backcountry peaks. In recent years CFI has focused extensive study on how and where conditions are changing and how to most effectively address these problems. Increasingly work is needed on the highest elevations of peaks—places where even fit volunteers have trouble reaching and then working effectively. We have also focused on how to optimize our crews so that time devoted to projects results in the greatest improvement in trail conditions. In prior years CFI tried to focus on hitting a large number of peaks doing at least some work. Crews also focused principally on working with volunteers—even if that might not have caused the greatest improvement to the trails. This proposal focuses on a more limited number of peaks, utilizes a crew schedule that will result in the most work being performed and optimizes the use of volunteers where they can add value. All 14er trail specifications follow the USFS standards for “most difficult” hiker trails. Forest Service (FSH 2309.18) design standards are used for trail planning. Trail standards for Wilderness are also used, including goals for naturalness, visual quality, visitor safety and wilderness character. Restoration designs are guided by the Native Plant Revegetation Guide for Colorado. All USFS trails were previously delineated and involved full NEPA analysis, including wildlife, botanical, cultural and other resource reviews to minimize impacts. The projects rely on the collective expertise of CFI and USFS staff gained over 29 field seasons working in high-alpine ecosystems.
	5 Design and Trail Work 10 points:  CFI and the Forest Service have been at the forefront of developing best practices for building and maintaining trails in the high alpine tundra ecosystems. These build on alpine-specific travel protocols developed in conjunction with Leave No Trace. This fragile environment requires different practices than are commonly used in more resilient forested areas. The overriding goal is to ensure the trails look like they were “lasered in from space.” That means no trampled vegetation at the sides of the trail, no soil dumped on trailside plants and rocks sourced from far enough away that adjacent areas do not look like they have been robbed of natural rocks. 14er summit trails are steep, which means that drainage and erosion control are vital to maximizing trail life and reducing soil loss. Work is continually needed to ensure trails are out sloped and shed water, the angle of the backslope is low enough to avoid erosion and corridors are cleared of things like quick-growing willows. Stonework is performed so that walls have an appropriate batter to withstand soil creep, all stone steps and cribs have high and outside contact and are properly sized so that they do not erode too quickly when water is on the trail. When work is performed, tarps are used to protect adjacent vegetation, soil/small rocks are hand carried in dirt bags, a quarry path is established to minimize impact in transporting project materials to the worksite, and all plants are fluffed afterwards to return the area to as natural a condition as possible following work. The two key CFI staff who will be designing and overseeing the direct crew work include Ben Hanus (Field Programs Director) and Tom Cronin (Field Programs Manager). Hanus joined CFI’s core staff in 2012 having worked in a seasonal capacity since 2009. He spent two seasons on the Chicago Basin trail delineation project, then collected detailed GPS-based data on 14er trails during the 2011-13 field seasons. Ben oversees all of CFI’s volunteer and crew-based field projects, in addition to continuing to advance the collection, analysis and reporting of GPS-based trail conditions data on the 14er trail network. Ben holds a bachelor’s degree in Landscape Architecture from Ball State University. His background and field experience include high alpine trail design, construction and restoration; crew leadership; GIS mapping and data collection; and spatial analysis. The 2022 field season was Cronin’s 14th consecutive season working on trails. After three years with the City of Boulder, Open Space and Mountain Parks he began work with CFI in 2012. He spent five seasons as a Project Manager leading projects on Holy Cross, Maroon Peak, El Diente and Eolus. In 2017 Tom became the Sustainable Trails Coordinator. He collected nearly 10,000 data points while conducting comprehensive assessments of trail conditions on 33 different 14ers over the course of two seasons. In 2019 he moved into his current role, where he is responsible for technical training of staff and managing field projects, including the Adopt-a-Peak trail maintenance crew. Tom has also worked with the USFS 14er Program Manager in planning several trails, including forthcoming major reconstruction projects on the Black Cloud route on Elbert, a new alignment on Snowmass and the route that is under construction on Shavano. Work will be performed by the Adopt crew in conjunction with volunteers. Most work will occur on established trails, though a minor reroute will be needed through the mudslide-obliterated Missouri trail. Braid closure will occur as needed.
	6 Sustainability 10 points: Maintaining the natural surface 14er trails is an on-going need. CFI’s 2019 “14er Report Card” noted the need for $5.6 million to bring to long-term sustainable standards 35 agency-planned routes, as well as $12.8 million to address the needs of 21 user-trampled routes that were never agency planned and require significant trail reconstruction. This assessment drives the priorities for CFI’s on-going maintenance work on existing trails, while the USFS drives the schedule for major route reconstructions. Between the 2015 and 2019 inventories of agency-planned routes, CFI was able to eliminate all “D” graded routes, decrease “C” routes from 35% to 31%, increase “B” routes from 31% to 40%, and increase “A” routes from 19% to 26%. There remained one “F” graded route, a previously higher-rated route that fell further into disrepair. CFI believes that an eight-person crew and roughly $315,000 in annual cash expenditures are realistically sized to make continued and significant improvement in trail conditions given available resources. At this level it would require more than 25 years to eliminate the maintenance backlog on planned trails (but not social routes). CFI anticipates always requesting funds from the State Trails Program to help maintain this heavily used, high-altitude trail system. The anticipated $869,769 in eligible expenses (and close to $145,000 in ineligible but necessary expenses) for this two-year project will allow CFI to make progress on some of the most popular 14ers and those most in need of trail work. If money to hire crews and volunteers capable of assisting these projects were both unlimited, CFI would certainly propose doing even more work. However, both are limited. Therefore, this plan seeks to strike a good balance that will maintain past investments, engage a growing number of Coloradans in protecting these popular trails, lessen the backlog of needed work and continue to strengthen and improve the 14er trail network. CFI engages a diverse mix of funders to both continue building needed 14er trails and to maintain previously built trails. In 2021 CFI obtained grants and sponsorships from close to 50 businesses, foundations and government programs, as well as around 2,500 individual donors residing in 45 states, the District of Columbia and three foreign countries. Over the years CFI has steadily grown funding for our work. Aside from the State Trails Program, USFS partner support and the National Forest Foundation, most funders are below $10,000 annually, with no reasonable likelihood that they will give more if State Trails gives less. Federal agency funding has been flat—usually less than $125,000 annually from the USFS and $0 from BLM—placing the burden for maintaining these trails on CFI and other nonprofit partners. Even the much-anticipated Great American Outdoors Act funding has been restricted to specific major trail reconstruction projects, not general trail maintenance. After the pandemic disruptions, CFI has returned volunteer levels to around 1,200 volunteer days annually, a good compromise between quantity and quality of volunteer assistance. CFI anticipates engaging at least 1,100 volunteer days each year of the grant, which will provide an in-kind benefit of roughly $267,000 annually. While volunteers are not paid, they are not free. It takes funding to plan work, recruit and outfit volunteers, and oversee them in the field. Ineligible costs associated with planning projects and recruiting volunteers runs around $38,000 annually.
	7 Wildlife Natural Resources 15 points: As was referenced previously, all trails where CFI proposes to do work with this grant have existed for many years, if not several decades. Wildlife and habitat issues were addressed at the time trails were formally reconstructed and the proposed new alignments underwent thorough NEPA analyses. USFS decision memos for every project note wildlife and botanical inventory assessments and areas that must be carefully addressed geographically or temporally. As an example, the 2011 decision memo for a reroute on San Luis Peak, the USFS directed that trail work “not occur prior to July 7 on alpine tundra, willow and conifer Krumholz portions of the trail to avoid impacting nesting white-tailed ptarmigan,” “trail construction activities will minimize impacts on potential Uncompahgre Fritillary Butterfly (UFB) habitat by minimizing trampling on snow willow patches” and “construction activities will minimize impacts on occupied pika sites by avoiding routing trail sections through talus fields, where possible, unless a sustainable trail cannot be constructed elsewhere without adverse resource impacts.” Similar issues are raised regarding rare and threatened/endangered plant communities that must be avoided on many of the peaks were CFI works. CFI uses past wildlife and botanical guidance like this in planning our maintenance schedules and workplans so that we are sensitive to vulnerable plant and animal communities. Since the USFS is the lead entity that works with all of the various plant and wildlife biologists, it is CFI’s understanding that CPW officials are consulted in these federal NEPA reviews. CFI emailed maps and the locations of planned trail maintenance work to all CPW wildlife managers prior to September deadline as required. No areas of concern have been raised to date by any CPW staff. CFI has also worked when requested by CPW to get USFS wildlife biologists out to, for example, ensure there have been no new goshawk nesting sites established near projects, as we did early this season on the Elbert and Shavano trail reconstruction projects. CFI hopes to engage another employee to conduct a third round of Sustainable Trail condition inventories in the next few years to see how trail conditions continue to evolve. Hiker counts are monitored annually on eight of the peaks contained in this maintenance proposal. 
	8 Public Engagement 10 points: All previously constructed 14er routes contained in this proposal underwent a formal public comment process by the USFS before they were built. CFI has shared two trail condition “14er Report Card” results and seven hiker use reports (2015-21) with the public, brought unprecedented attention to the use levels and maintenance needs of 14er trails. CFI has conducted three online surveys (2017, 2020, 2022), all of which were widely promoted. 1,420 people took the latest survey, which asked 10 questions about where to target efforts. Respondents were shown CFI’s workplan and asked whether they supported it, which they overwhelmingly did (78% “yes,” 2% “no”). The largest response was to split efforts equally between reconstructing new routes and maintaining existing routes, though most preferred to prioritize maintenance over new major route delineation/reconstruction. When asked to prioritize work based on route grade, half (50.1%) said to work on all route grades, while 30% said to prioritize improving “F” and “D” routes. Respondents overwhelmingly agreed with CFI’s strategic goal of bringing all routes up to a “B” grade (94% “yes,” 3% “no”). Most respondents (57%) urged CFI to focus intensive work on a smaller number of peaks rather than spreading efforts more broadly (35%). Respondents also prioritized doing work on high-use, front-country peaks as the top priority, the moderately used Sawatch Range peaks second, spreading work around to all areas equally third, and low-use, backcountry peaks last. 68% said to balance work between the highest priority projects and engaging volunteers, while 20% said to focus on the highest-priority tasks even if unsuited to volunteers, and 9% said to work with volunteers even if on lower-priority tasks. (Any variance from 100% is due to “don’t know” responses). 364 people provided narrative feedback, most of which was overwhelmingly positive about CFI’s work plan and impact. One person remarked, “It’s always a joy and a relief to find a section of CFI trail on the way to a summit.” Another responded, “CFI’s proposals clearly reflect everything the organization has learned over many years. I have great confidence in its competence, expertise and judgment.” Many expressed thanks at being asked to comment. Some felt more attention should be focused on high-use peaks, while others said more attention to remote peaks was needed. A few suggested specific peaks in need of work that had not been included. (Top here was the Challenger/Kit Carson trail, a RMFI project). In terms of issues that respondents wanted addressed: improving 4WD roads, managing trailhead parking and camping, and making 3rd/4th class peaks “safer” were among the most mentioned. All of those are out of CFI’s purview for various reasons. The continual funding of the 14er program within the Forest Service (<$125,000 annually) shows on-going support, while multi-year efforts like “Find Your Fourteener” have only enhanced CFI’s partnerships with other stewardship groups around the state. While CFI occasionally receives negative feedback about a particular aspect of a project, it has never experienced any significant opposition to past trail work.
	9 Matching Funds and Partnerships 10 points: Roughly two of every three dollars CFI spends for our field work comes in the form of restricted grants tied to specific programs and projects. Virtually all this funding is applied for and received in the same calendar year as the project work is performed through local government, foundation, or corporate grants and partnerships—each with its own timeline. Many of these have been consistent, multi-year partners for more than a decade. Therefore, it is rare in October to have firm financial commitments for work occurring in the following summer, let alone two years in the future as is envisioned in this grant proposal. Maybe this is possible for government agencies with tax bases, but not for nonprofits. CFI has a firm $10,000 commitment from Pitkin County for 2023-24, as well as roughly $7,000 from the Appelson Internship Endowment draw for both years. By January CFI should have received word from several mountain towns (Aspen, Breckenridge, Frisco) regarding an additional $13,000 for 2023 work. Grant requests to community foundations totaling close to $15,000 will be applied for in the spring. Corporate partner sponsorships will be forthcoming throughout the year. Since the State Trails Program wants to know that all the required 25% match/10% cash match has been secured, CFI can commit to utilize accumulated cash reserves generated by individual donations to fully fund any remaining part of the required cash match, as well as the needed travel and food expenses that are deemed ineligible by State Trails. Significantly more funds to pay for project planning, logistics and volunteer recruitment efforts that also are deemed ineligible by State Trails will be funded by annual grants from businesses and regional funders or individual 14er enthusiasts. CFI is unable today to claim it has secured in-kind match from volunteer labor that will occur in future years. Nevertheless, in 2021-22, CFI averaged 1,200 days of volunteer trail stewardship, a level that would provide the anticipated in-kind match over the two-year grant. Combined with the in-hand cash match, this will vastly exceed the $62,500 of required total match. The National Forest Foundation’s “Find Your Fourteener” campaign has boosted collaborative stewardship projects on 14ers over the past six years. CFI has worked with some of these partners for many years—in some cases decades. Partners in the effort include Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado, Wildlands Restoration Volunteers, Friends of the Dillon Ranger District, etc. Some of these groups may be applying for State Trails funding to cover their project recruitment costs. These do not duplicate with CFI’s costs, which are to provide top-level on-the-ground project oversight by extremely trained technical trail builders. The vast majority of CFI’s trail stewardship volunteer projects are recruited directly through individuals or as part of corporate, youth camp or other organizations. The anticipated 2,200 volunteer days will provide at least $527,120 of in-kind match. The in-kind time resulting from many USFS staff working to plan, oversee and review these many volunteer projects, while substantial, cannot easily be quantified, let alone documented, so is not included in this proposal.
	10AbilityContingency 5 points: Trail maintenance has been an integral part of CFI’s work since the “Adopt-a-Peak” program was founded in 2001. Over 22 seasons CFI has fielded maintenance crews and engaged more than 21,500 days of volunteer trail stewardship. CFI was recognized last year by the Coalition for Recreational Trails as one of two trail maintenance programs nationally (nominated by State Trails), and CFI in April received the “Statewide Partner of the Year” award from Colorado Parks and Wildlife. The broader “Colorado Fourteeners Program” was recognized in January with a Forest Service “Chief’s Honor Award,” one of four nationally in the “Sustaining Our Nation’s Forests and Grasslands” category. These recognitions all affirm CFI’s ability to perform this work and do so with exceptional quality. Since 2009 when the current management team took over, CFI has successfully performed similar State Trails maintenance grants ($200,000-$250,000) awarded in 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2018 and 2021, as well as six similarly sized grants for major trail reconstruction projects. All grants have been closed out successfully, with significantly more work performed and more cash/in-kind match raised than was required. Over five years, CFI managed $1.4 million in NFF “Find Your Fourteener” grants, averaging more than $280,100 per year. If funded, CFI will deliver the planned trail maintenance projects on time and on budget. CFI has diversified funding for its maintenance work through cultivating partnerships that provide volunteer labor and/or cash contributions, as well as foundation and local government grants, and individual donor support. These gifts provide matching funds and cover expenses integral to completing this work that are, unfortunately, deemed ineligible by State Trails (eg. meals for crews, travel to distant trailheads, office-based time spent recruiting volunteer partners, planning projects and managing logistics, etc.). Most are “base hit” grants in the $2,500 to $5,000 range. Without significant funding from State Trails, CFI would need to dramatically curtail its planned maintenance program by reducing staff, focusing efforts on the highest use 14er peaks near Denver and targeting areas, like Pitkin County, where dedicated funding exists. Failure to fund this trail maintenance proposal will result in deterioration of several recently constructed 14er trails (many with significant State Trail grants), with even more complex and costly remediation efforts required down the road to restore these prior trail investments. Though CFI is slated to receive $1.09 million from the Great American Outdoors Act (2022-25), this is restricted to major trail reconstruction projects (Elbert—Northeast and Black Cloud routes, Shavano and Grays/Torreys). That funding complements the work proposed under this grant, but would not replace a State Trails maintenance grant. CFI and NFF recently received a “visioning” grant from Great Outdoors Colorado to develop a sustainable recreational plan for the 14ers. Any project-specific funding from that effort is at least two years away. Note: Work under this grant on Shavano complements, but does not overlap with the Shavano Phase I grant. Maintenance work occurs near treeline and is performed by separate crews, while the Shavano grant funds high and low crews working on two major trail reroutes and associated restoration work. Thus, without State Trails funding it will be very difficult for CFI to fund this level of trail maintenance work, which means insufficient progress chipping away at the $18.4 million in needed trail work.
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